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Part III “Equipment, Arrangements and Outfit of MODU/FOP”

8 Openings in Hull, Superstructures and Deckhouses and their Closing Appliances
8.1 General
Chapter 8.1 is supplemented with para.8.1.4 as follows:
“8.1.4 External openings fitted with appliances to ensure watertight integrity of MODU hull,
superstructures and deckhouses which are kept permanently closed while afloat shall comply
with the requirements of 8.3.4.3”.
8.3 Openings in Watertight Subdivision Bulkheads and their Closing Appliances
8.3.3 The title of the paragraph is replaced by: “Openings in FOP watertight subdivision
bulkheads and their closing appliances”.
8.3.3.2 In the text of the paragraph the term “MODU” is deleted.
Chapter 8.3 is supplemented with a new paragraph 8.3.4 as follows:
“8.3.4 Openings in MODU watertight subdivision bulkheads and their closing appliances.
8.3.4.1 Doors and hatch covers used during the operation of the MODU while afloat shall be
remotely controlled from the ballast control station and shall also be operable locally from each
side of the bulkhead. Open/shut indicators shall be provided at the control station to show
whether the doors and hatch covers are open or closed.
In addition, remotely controlled doors used while the MODU is at sea shall be sliding
watertight doors and provided with audible alarm.
The power, control and indicators shall be operable in the event of main power source
failure. Arrangements approved by the Register shall be made to ensure closing and securing of
doors in case of remote control system failure.
Each power-operated sliding watertight door shall be provided with an individual handoperated gear. It shall be possible to open and close the door by hand at the door itself from
both sides.
8.3.4.2 Doors and hatch covers in self-elevating units, or doors placed above the deepest load
line draught in column-stabilized units and on drilling ships and barges, which are normally
closed while afloat, may be of the quick-acting type and shall be provided with an alarm system
(e.g., light signals) showing personnel both locally and at the ballast control station whether the
doors or hatch covers in question are open or closed.
A notice plate shall be affixed to each such door or hatch cover stating that it shall not be
left open while the unit is afloat.
The closing appliances shall have strength, packing and means for securing which are
sufficient to maintain watertightness under the design water pressure of the watertight boundary
under consideration.
8.3.4.3 Openings fitted with closing appliances to ensure watertight integrity, which shall be kept
permanently closed while afloat, shall comply with the following:
.1 a notice plate to the effect that the opening (except for the manholes fitted with bolted covers)
shall always be kept closed while afloat shall be fitted on the closing appliance in question;
.2 opening and closing of such closure (securing) devices shall be noted in the unit’s logbook, or
equivalent;
.3 the closing appliances shall have strength, packing and means for securing which are
sufficient to maintain watertightness under the design water pressure of the watertight boundary
under consideration.”

